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Abstract 
This paper presents a novel logic programming based language for nested relational and 
complex value models called Relationlog. It stands in the same relationship to the nested re- 
lational and complex value models as Datalog stands to the relational model. The main nov- 
elty of the language is the introduction of powerful mechanisms, namely, partial and complete 
set terms, for representing and manipulating both partial and complete information on nested 
sets, tuples and relations. They generalize the set grouping and set enumeration mechanisms of
LDL and allow the user to directly encode the open and closed world assumptions on nested 
sets, tuples, and relations. They allow direct inference and access to deeply embedded values in 
a complex value relation as if the relation is normalized, which greatly increases the ease of use 
of the language. As a result, the extended relational algebra operations can be represented in
Relationlog directly, and more importantly, recursively in a way similar to Datalog. Like Da- 
talog, Relationlog has a well-defined Herbrand model-theoretic semantics, which captures the 
intended semantics of nested sets, tuples and relations, and also a well-defined proof-theoretic 
semantics which coincides with its model-theoretic semantics. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
In the past decade, the nested relational and complex value models 
[2,6,14,15,18,21,25,26] were developed to extend the applicability of  the traditional 
relational model [13,28] to more complex, non-business applications uch as CAD,  
image processing and text retrieval [3]. Extended relational algebra and calculus 
are provided for such kind of  models. It has been proved that extended relational 
algebra without the powerset operator and safe calculus without the subset predicate 
are equivalent [26]. Queries expressed in either framework can be evaluated in poly- 
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nomial time. It is shown in [6] that extended relational algebra with the powerset op- 
erator and safe extended relational calculus with the subset predicate are also equiv- 
alent and can simulate iteration and express transitive closure. However, they do so 
in a very inefficient way. Computations of transitive closure using either framework 
are inherently exponential space which means that they are not practical for any real 
database applications. 
Another important direction of intense research as been in using a logic pro- 
gramming based language Datalog [10,28] as a database query language. Such a lan- 
guage provides a natural way to express queries on a relational database. 
Furthermore, by allowing recursion and negation, it is more expressive than the tra- 
ditional relational algebra nd calculus [28]. 
In recent years, there have been some efforts to combine these two approaches, 
mainly by extending Datalog with set and tuple constructors [4,9,8,11,16,17,23]. Like 
Datalog, these xtensions are more expressive than extended relational algebra with- 
out powerset and safe calculus without subset. However, they do not extend the ex- 
pressive power when compared with extended relational algebra with powerset or 
extended relational calculus with subset. In either case, the main merit of these ex- 
tensions is that their natural use of fixpoint construct allows us to express transitive 
closure declaratively in polynomial space and time [5,6], which makes them expres- 
sive enough while still practical for real database applications. 
However, these xtensions suffer from two problems. One is syntactic and the oth- 
er is semantic. Syntactically, they provide only primitive constructs to manipulate 
sets which do not allow direct access to deeply embedded values. As a result, it is 
cumbersome and ineffective to represent basic extended relational algebra operators 
such as nest, unnest, join, etc. in these languages. Consider the following two rela- 
tions: 
P q 
al bl cl dl 
al bt cl d: 
al b2 cl dl 
at b2 ci d2 
al b2 cz d3 
a2 bl cl dl 
a2 bt ct (/3 
a2 b3 c2 dl 
al bl cl dl 
d2 
b2 cl dl 
d2 
c2 ¢(~ 
a2 bl cl dl 
d3 
c2 dl 
Here p is a flat relation and q is a nested relation. We can obtain p by applying the 
unnest operator on q and obtain q by applying the nest operator on p defined in [26] 
three times, respectively, in an obvious way. 
Now let us see how the above nest operation can be represented in two typical Da- 
talog extensions: LDL [9,20] and COL [4]. 
In LDL, sets are directly representable and set grouping and set enumeration 
mechanisms are provided to manipulate sets. Tuples are not directly supported 
but can be simulated with functors. In order to perform the above nesting operation 
in LDL, we have to use grouping several times and introduce functors f ,  g to con- 
struct nested tuples in intermediate r lations r~, rE, r3,r4 as follows: 
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r, (A, B, C, (D)) : - p(A, B, C, D) 
r2(A,B,f(C,E)) : -  r,(A,B,C,E) 
r3(A,B, (F)) : r2(A,B,F) 
r4(A,g(B, G)) : -  r3(A,B, G) 
q(A, (H) ) : -  r4(A,H) 
Unlike LDL which uses functor objects for tuples indirectly, COL directly sup- 
ports tuples and sets. Furthermore, it interprets functors as mappings to sets and us- 
es them for the set grouping and enumeration purpose. The following rules in COL 
show how to nest the relation p to obtain the relation q using interpreted functors 
f ,  g, h, and intermediate r lations rl, r2. 
D E f(A, B, C) : -  p(A, B, C, D) 
r, (A,B, c,U(A,B, C)) 
[C,E] E g(A,B) :- rI(A,B,C,E) 
r2(A,B,g(A,B)) 
[B,F] E h(A) : r2(A,B,F) 
q(A, h(A)) 
The second problem with the existing Datalog extensions i that their model-the- 
oretic semantics are not properly defined. For example, COL lacks a model-theoretic 
semantics since a proper ordering on models is not used. Models are still compared 
with subset relationship, which has been shown inappropriate in [9]. For a given stra- 
ta in a stratified COL program, there may be many (even infinite) incomparable min- 
imal models based on the simple subset ordering. One of which is selected as the 
intended semantics. The selection of this particular minimal model is not well justi- 
fied from the pure model-theoretic point of view. Instead, proof-theoretic point of 
view is used to justify its selection as the intended semantics. That is, it can be com- 
puted bottom-up so it is used as the intended semantics. This approach seems to 
somewhat depart from the declarative nature of deductive databases. 
In LDL, a new ordering, namely d-preferability, is used to replace subset ordering 
to compare models. Unfortunately, this d-preferability ordering is still not a partial 
order, based on which the model minimality is ill-defined. In [8], a partial order was 
introduced to compare models. However, such an ordering is too restrictive. A lot of 
meaningful objects have to be excluded with this ordering. We will examine this issue 
in Section 4. 
Until now, a well-defined model-theoretic semantics for nested sets, tuples and re- 
lations is still missing in most extensions to Datalog. 
In this paper, we propose a novel logic programming based language for nested 
relational and complex value models called Relationlog which is inspired by LDL. 
It is a typed extension to Datalog with powerful set and tuple constructors. Like oth- 
er Datalog extensions, queries in Relationlog can be evaluated in polynomial space 
and time. As COL, it directly supports ets and tuples. 
The main novel feature of the language is the introduction of powerful mecha- 
nisms, namely, partial and complete set terms, for representing and manipulating 
both partial and complete information on nested sets, tuples and relations. They gen- 
eralize of the set grouping and set enumeration mechanisms in LDL and allow the 
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user to directly encode the open and closed world assumptions on nested sets, tuples, 
and relations. They allow directly inference and access to deeply embedded values in 
a complex value relation as if the relation is normalized, which greatly increases the 
ease of use of the language. As a result, the extended relational algebra operations, as 
defined in [1,14,26] can be represented in Relationlog directly, and more importantly, 
recursively in a way similar to Datalog. 
Unlike LDL and COL, Relationlog has a well-defined minimal model semantics 
which captures the intended semantics for nested sets, tuples and relations. A strat- 
ification in the spirit of a number of other researchers [4,7,9] is used. It is shown that 
for a stratified Relationlog program, if it is well-typed, then there exists a minimal 
model that is preferable to all other models of the program from the pure model-the- 
oretic point of view. This model can be computed bottom-up using a finite sequence 
of fixpoints and therefore, used as the intended semantics of the program. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an informal introduction to 
some of the main features of the language with a number of motivating examples. 
Section 3 defines the formal syntax of Relationlog. Section 4 presents its declarative 
semantics. Section 5 focuses on the bottom-up semantics. Section 6 summarizes and 
points out further research issues. 
2. Informal presentation and examples 
In this section, we provide an informal presentation based mainly on examples. 
First, we give some motivation for partial and complete set terms and then introduce 
the language briefly. 
In LDL, set grouping and set enumeration mechanisms are provided to manipu- 
late sets. Set grouping is used to construct a set by specifying some property. Set enu- 
meration is used to construct a set by enumerating its elements. 
Example 2.1. Consider the following rules in LDL: 
parentsof(X, (Y) ) : parentof(X, Y) 
book_deal( {X, r ,  z}) : - book(X, Px), book( r, Py), book (Z, Pz), 
X ¢ Y, X C Z, Y C Z, Px + Py + Pz < 100 
The first rule with set grouping term (Y) groups all parents of a person into a set 
in the relation parentof The second rule with set enumeration term {X, Y, Z} derives 
a relation book_deal on sets of book titles from the book relation such that their total 
price does not exceed $100. 
However, there are three problems with the set grouping mechanism. The first 
problem is that it is too primitive and does not allow direct inference and access 
to embedded values so that it is cumbersome and ineffective to deal with basic ex- 
tended relational algebra operations as shown in Section 1. 
The second problem is that the property for grouping is restricted to a single rule 
rather than the program (a set of rules). 
Example 2.2. If we are given binary relations fatherof and motherof. We cannot use 
the following grouping rules in LDL to group all parents of a person into a set as the 
grouping we want involves two rules: 
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parentsof(X, (Y) ) :-fatherof(X, Y) 
parentsof(X, (Y) ) :- motherof(X, Y) 
We have to introduce an intermediate r lation such as parentof irst and then use the 
first rule in Example 2.1 to obtain what we want. 
The last problem is that grouping requires tratification which prohibits direct re- 
cursive join of two nested relations. 
Example 2.3. Given binary relation parentsof with the first argument for a person 
and second for the set of all parents of the person. We may want to define the 
ancestorsof relation recursively in LDL as follows: 
ancestorsof(X, (Y) ) :- parentsof(X, S), Y C S 
ancestorsof(X, (Y) ) :- parentsof(X, S,), Z E Sl, 
ancestorsof(Z, $2), Y E S~ 
However, the grouping mechanism of LDL requires that the parentsofand ancestors- 
of relations in the body be known before the ancestorsof relation in the head can be 
computed. Therefore, direct recursive definition of the relation ancestorsof is impos- 
sible in LDL. 
Now we discuss how these problems can be solved. Recall the first grouping rule 
in Example 2.1. Suppose we are given the following two facts: 
parento f ( bob ,pam )
parento f ( bob ,tom) 
Then what we can derive with the rule is the fact parentsof(bob, {pare, tom}). If we 
drop the special meaning of grouping attached to the construct (Y) in the rule and 
simply treat it as a legal term, then we can obtain the following two facts: 
parentso f ( bob, (pam )) 
parentsof(bob, (tom)) 
By comparing them with the fact parentsof(bob, {pam, tom}) which we intend to 
derive, we discover the following: 
1. (pare) and (tom) are parts of the set {pare, tom}; 
2. (pare) and (tom) together provide sufficient information for us to get the set 
{pam, tom }; 
3. tuples (bob, (parn)) and (bob, (tom)) are parts of the tuple (bob, {pam, tom}); 
4. tuples (bob, (pam)) and (bob, (tom)) together provide sufficient information for us 
to get (bob, {pare, tom}). 
Therefore, the term (Y) can be used to provide or denote partial information for a 
set such that the instantiation of Y is an element of the set. With this view, a term of 
the form (X, Y, Z) is then meaningful. The grouping involving several rules such as 
the one in Example 2.2 is also meaningful. Furthermore, such a term can be used not 
only in the head but also in the body of rules. When used in the head, it derives par- 
tial information for a set and complete information for a set can be obtained by corn- 
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bining all such partial results (i.e., grouping). When used in the body, it denotes part 
of a set. For example, (Y) in the body of a rule is semantically equivalent to Y E S for 
some set S. However, we do not have to know complete information about this S 
when we use (Y) and we do not even need the predicate E. Therefore, there is no need 
to stratify the program based on it. As a result, the recursive join of two nested re- 
lations parentsof and ancestorsof in Example 2.3 can be supported irectly with this 
view as follows: 
ancestorsof(X, (Y) ) :- parentsof(X, (Y) ) 
ancestorsof(X, (Y) ) :-parentsof(X, (Z) ), ancestorsof(Z, (Y) ) 
On the other hand, the set enumeration term {X, Y, Z} of LDL in the second rule 
of Example 2.1 has a quite different view. It means the set derived with it contains the 
complete information about the set. 
In Relationlog, the construct (X,... ,Z) is called a partial set term while 
{X,.. . ,  Z} is called a complete set term in order to reflect heir intended meanings 
as discussed above. They are used in Relationlog program to build-in open and 
closed world assumptions on sets, respectively. Like COL, Relationlog directly sup- 
ports tuples rather than using functors as LDL. A tuple term of the form IX,..., Z] is 
used in Relationlog to represent and manipulate tuples. Since partial and complete 
set terms as well as tuple terms can embed complex terms, direct access to deeply em- 
bedded values is therefore possible in this way. As a result, extended relational alge- 
bra operations can be represented directly in Relationlog as simple as in Datalog, see 
Example 3.3. 
Unlike LDL which is untyped, Relationlog is a typed language. There is a notion 
of schema in Relationlog. Schema in a database corresponds totype declarations in a 
program. It is important for any database as it provides the description of the data- 
base structure and is the basis for storage structure and query optimization strate- 
gies. It is essential to the consistency of the database. Its use in Relationlog 
enables us to get rid of a number of semantic problems as already pointed out in [9]. 
A Relationlog database consists of two parts: a schema nd a program which is a 
set of rules. 
Example 2.4. Following is a Relationlog Database. 
Schema: 
mothero f (String , String) 
fathero f (String, String) 
parentso f (String , {String}) 
ancestorso f (String , {String}) 
Program: 
parentso f (X, ( YI ) 
parentsof(X, <Y)) 
ancestorsof(X, (Y) ) 
ancestorsof(X, (Y) ) 
:- fatherof(X, Y) 
:- motherof(X, Y) 
: -  p rentsof(X, <r>) 
:- parentsof(X, (Z)), ancestorsof(Z, (Y>) 
trueancestorsof(X, (Y) ) :- ancestorsof(X, (Y)),-~parentsof(X, <Y)) 
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mothero f (bob, pare) 
mothero f (jim, pat) 
fathero f ( bob, tom) 
f athero f ( l iz, tom) 
f athero f ( ann, bob) 
f athero f (pat, bob) 
3. Syntax of Relationlog 
We assume the existence of the following pairwise disjoint and possibly countably 
infinite sets: 
1. atomic type symbols J~ = {Integer, Real, String}; 
2. predicate symbols ~;  
3. constants cg = j U ~ t3 5 e where J is the set of integers, .~ is the set of real num- 
bers, and 5 P is the set of strings; 
4. variables U .  
Definition 3.1. The types are defined recursively as follows: 
1. T E ~- is an atomic type; 
2. if T I , . . . ,  T, are types (n >~ 1), then [T1,...,  T,] is a tuple type; and 
3. if T is a type, then {T} is a set type. 
We denote by ~-* the set of  all types. 
Definition 3.2. Let p be a predicate symbol, and T1,. • •, T, types. Then p(Tl , .  • •, T,) is 
a relational schema. 
As in Datalog, predicate symbols in Relationlog function as relation names. 
Definition 3.3. A database schema K is a set of relational schemas with distinct 
predicate symbols. 
Definition 3.4. The terms are defined recursively as follows: 
1. a variable X E "U is either an atomic term, a complete set term, or a tuple term de- 
pending on the context; 
2. a constant c E ~ is an atomic term; 
3. if O l , . . . ,  O,, (n >~ 0) are terms, then [O l , . . . ,  O,] is a tuple term; 
4. if O i , . . . ,  O,, (n > 0) are distinct terms, then (O1, . . . ,  O,) is a partial set term; 
5. if O1,. •., On, (n >/0) are distinct terms other than partial set terms and are not 
constructed with partial set terms, then {Ol , . . . ,  (9,} is a complete set term. 
We shall adopt  the Prolog notat ion for constants and variables in the examples. 
That  is, a number  or string starting with a lower case letter denotes a constant 
and an identifier starting with an upper case letter denotes a variable. 
A term is ground if it has no variables. An individualis a ground atomic term. A tuple is 
a ground tuple term. A partial set is a ground partial set term. A complete set is a ground 
complete set term. An object is either an individual, a partial set, a complete set or a tuple. 
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Example 3.1. The following are several examples of objects: 
Individuals: bob,pare, 25 
Tuples: [tom, 51], [a,, (b,)], [a,, ([b,, (c,)])], [a,, {[bl, {c2}], [b2, {c, }]}] 
Partial sets: (pam, tom), ([bob, 20], ~vam, 50]) 
Complete sets: {pam, tom}, {[bob, 20], ~am, 50]} 
In the meta language which we use to define Relationlog, we will treat partial sets 
and complete sets as sets in the traditional sense so that it makes sense to have both 
b ¢ (a,b,c) and b E {a,b,c}. 
An object is compact i f ( l )  it is an individual, (2) it is a tuple Iol , . . . ,  on] and each oi 
is compact for 1 ~< i ~< n, or (3) it is a complete set {ol , . . . ,  o,}. Otherwise, it is non- 
compact. 
In other words, a compact object is not a partial set and does not contain any par- 
tial sets. 
Example 3.2. Given a compact object, let us see how to use partial set terms to 
denote part of it. For a simple complete set {a, b, c}, we can use a partial set term {X) 
or (X, Y) where X, Y range over the elements in the set. For a set of tuples 
{[al, {bl, b2}], [a2, {bl, b2, b3}]}, we can use a partial set term ([X, Y]) where X ranges 
over al and a2 and Y ranges over the nested sets, or use a partial set term with an 
embedded partial set term ([X, (Y)]) where X still ranges over aj and a2 but Y ranges 
over the elements in the two nested sets. Therefore, with embedded partial set terms, 
we can directly infer and access deeply embedded objects in a complex compact 
object. 
Definition 3.5. Let p E ~ be an n-ary predicate symbol and O1, • • • , On are terms. 
Then p(O l , . . . ,  On) is an atom. 
An atom p(01,...,  On) is ground if each term Oi is ground for 1 ~< i ~< n. A ground 
atom is called a fact. A fact p(ol,.. . ,  on) is compact if each object oi is compact for 
l ~< i ~< n. Otherwise, it is non-compact. 
Definition 3.6. A literal is either an atom p(Ol,...,On) or a negated atom 
,on). 
Definition 3.7. A rule is of the form A : -  L1, . . . ,  Ln, where the head A is an atom and 
the body L I , . . .  ,Ln, n/> 0 is a list of literals. A rule is safe if every variable that 
appears in the head also appears in the body in a non-negated atom. 
A fact is just a safe rule with empty body. 
Example 3.3. Several nested relations defined using extended relational algebra 
operators in [26] are shown in Fig. 1, where PI =V(e,(C,DI)(V(c,D)(P4)), P4= 
I~IC,D)(#I~,~C,D))(PI)), 5 =PI  UP2, P6 =P10P2,  P7 =P~-P2 ,  and P8 =P2 NP3. In 
Relationlog, we can use the following rules to represent these operators. 
P1 
A 
al 
a2 
P4 
{[B,{[C,D]}]} 
bl cl dl 
cl d2 
b2 cl dl 
Cl d2 
c2 d3 
bl Cl dl 
c2 d3 
b3 C2 dl 
c3 d2 
P2 
A 
al 
a2 
{[B,{[C,D]}]} 
S I C I D{[C'D]} 
bl cl dl 
ci d~ 
b2 Cl d3 
c2 d3 
bl cl dl 
c2 d3 
c3 d2 
P3 
E B {[C,D]} 
CID 
el bl Cl dl 
cl d2 
c2 d3 
e2 b2 cl d2 
c2 d2 
c2 d3 
e3 b3 c2 dl 
c3 d2 
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Ps = _t~ u f f  2 
A {[B,{[C,D]}]} 
al bl cl dl 
Cl d2 
b2 cl dl 
c~ d2 
cl dz 
c2 d3 
a2 bl Cl dl 
c2 d3 
c3 d2 
b3 c2 dl 
c3 d2 
P6=PlnP2 
A {[B,{[C,D]}]} 
B 
al bl Cl dl 
ca d2 
b2 c2 d3 
a2 bx cl dl 
c2 (/3 
P7 = ez -  e~ 
a {[B,{[C,D]}]~' 
al b2 ct dl 
cl d~ 
a2 b3 c2 dl 
c3 d~ 
es=P2t~e3 
A E B {[C,D]} 
C D 
at el bl Cl dl 
el 42 
aa e2 b2 c~ d3 
a2 ex bl cl dl 
c2 d3 
Fig. 1. Nested relations defined with extended relational algebra operators. 
Nesting :p1(XA, ([XB, ([Xc,Xo])]) ) :-  pn(XA,X~,Xc,Xo) 
Unesting : pa(XA,XB,Xc,Xv) :--pl(XA, ([XB, ([Xc,Xo])]) ) 
Union : ps(XA, ([Xe, (E)])) : -  pl(XA, ([XB, (E)])) 
ps(XA, <[XB, <E)]>) :-  pz(XA, ([XB, <E>]>) 
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Intersection : p6(XA, ([Xs, (E)])) :-pl(XA, ([XB, (E)])),p2(XA, ([XB, (E)])) 
Difference : pv(XA, (IXB, (E)])) : -P l  (X~, ([XB, (E)])),-~p2 (XA, ([XB, (E)])) 
Join : ps(XA,Xe,Xs, (E) ) :- p2(XA, ([Xs, (E)]) ),p3(XE,XB, (E) ) 
Note that a relation that is obtained by using the nest operations v or the unnest op- 
eration # several times can be unnested or nested, respectively in Relationlog with 
just a single rule. This is possible because the partial set terms in Relationlog can di- 
rectly access or group deeply nested data. 
Definition 3.8. A program is a finite set of safe rules. 
Definition 3.9. A database is a tuple DB = (K, P), where K is a database schema nd 
P is a program. 
Definition 3.10. A query is a list of literals prefixed with ?-. 
We next introduce two syntactic onstraints on Relationlog programs, namely 
well-typed programs and stratified programs. 
3.1. Well-typed programs 
Like COL, Relationlog is a typed language. However, COL uses a typed alphabet 
which is cumbersome from practical point of view. For example, the user has to de- 
clare the type for each variable used in the program as in procedural programming 
languages. Relationlog takes a different approach. 
Definition 3.11. A type substitution 6) is a mapping from ~ t3 ~ to ,Y-- such that the 
following hold: 
1. if c E J ,  then O(c) = Integer; 
2. if c E ~, then O(c) = Real; 
3. if c E 5 P, then O(c) = String. 
It is extended to terms, atoms, and literals as follows: 
1. i fX  E ~'~, then OX = O(X); 
2. if c E cg, then Oc = O(c); 
3. 0 [01 , . . .  , On] = [001 , . . .  , OOn]'~ 
4. 0 (01 , . . . ,  0,) = {OOl} if 001 . . . . .  00 , ,  otherwise, it is undefined; 
5. 0{01, . . . ,  On} = {001 } if 001 . . . . .  00 , ;  otherwise, it is undefined; 
6. Op(O,,... ,  On) = p(O0~,... ,  00, ) ;  
7. O~p(O~,..., On) = p(O0, , . . . ,  00,).  
Definition 3.12. Let K be a schema, r a safe rule of the form A : L I , . . . ,  L,. Then r is 
well-typed with respect o K if and only if there exists a type substitution O such that 
OLi E K for 1 ~< i ~< n implies OA E K. 
Definition 3.13. Let P be a program and K a schema. Then P is well-typed with 
respect o K if and only if every rule r C P is well-typed with respect o K. 
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Example 3.4. Consider the following database: 
Schema p(Integer, {String}) 
q( String, Integer) 
Program p(Y, (X)) :- q(X, Y) 
q(john, mary) 
The rule is well-typed with respect to the schema but the fact is not. Therefore the 
program is not well-typed. 
In LDL, rules like p((X)) : - p(X) cause problems and are excluded by using strat- 
ification. In Relationlog, they are also excluded, but by the typing constraint instead. 
3.2. Stratified programs 
The notion of stratification has been used in order to give semantics to programs 
involving negation and sets [4,7,9]. We present a similar notion here. 
Definition 3.14. Let DB = (K, P) be a database. We note De the set of all predicate 
symbols appearing in K. The relationships >, and /> on De are defined as follows: 
1. p > q if there is a rule in which p is in the head, q in the body, and q either is in a 
negative literal, or contains complete set terms. 
2. p ~> q if there is a rule in which p is in the head, q is in the body, and p > q is not 
true. 
They are extended by the following transitivity rules: 
1. p > q if there exists r such that p t> r and r > q. 
2. p >~ q if there exists r such that p >/r and r >1 q. 
Letp(O1,. . . ,  On) be in the body of a rule, and assume that Ok is or contain a com- 
plete set term for some k E {1,.. .  ,n}. Then when we use the rule to infer informa- 
tion, the value for Ok must be completely determined. Therefore, we require the 
predicate symbol in the head to be at a higher level. The case for negation is the 
same. 
Definition 3.15. For each program P, the dependency graph Ge is a marked graph 
constructed as follows: 
1. the set of nodes is Dp, 
2. there is an edge from p to q i fp /> q, and 
3. there is a marked edge from p to q if p > q. 
The dependency graph of P represents he dependency relationship betweeia pred- 
icate symbols of P. 
Definition 3.16. A program P is stratified if and only if its dependency graph Ge has 
no cycle with a marked edge. 
An alternative definition may be obtained by using the relationship > as follows. 
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Proposition 3.1. A program P is' stratified if and only if the relationship > is both 
transitive and irreflexive. 
Since a given program has only a finite number of predicate symbols, it can be 
statically determined whether a program is stratified or not. 
Example 3.5. Consider the program in the following Relationlog database. 
Schema p({String}) 
q( String) 
r(String, {String}) 
Program p( (X) ) : -  q(X) 
q(X) : p(S), r(X,s) 
q(a) 
q(b) 
r(c, {a, b}) 
This program is not stratified as we have a marked edge in the cycle p -~ q ~ p. 
Example 3.6. The program in the following Relationlog database is stratified. 
Schema p( { {String} ) 
q( {String} ) 
r(String) 
Program p({X)) : -  q(X) 
q( (X) ) : -  r(X) 
q({a}) 
r(a) 
r(b) 
The stratification of the program induces an order of evaluation of the predicate 
Symbols as follows. 
Proposition 3.2. Let P be a program, and De be the set of all predicate symbols of P. 
Then P is" stratified if and only if there is a partition De = Dl (3 • •. (5 Dn such that: 
1. if p E Di and p > q, then there exists a j such that i > j and q C D 1. 
2. if p E Di and p >1 q, then there exists a j such that i ~ j and q E D i. 
Proof. Straightforward from Definition 3.16. [] 
For example, the program in Example 3.6 can have a partition: D e = {p, q} @ {r} 
while the program in Example 3.5 cannot have such a partition. Each partition of the 
predicate symbols induces a partition of the program into strata. For each 
Dp = DI @ • • • 0 D,, let P =/'1 t3 • • • O P,, where for each i, 
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P,- = {r C P I the predicate symbol in the head of r is in D~} 
Continue with the program in Example 3.6, we have P = Pt 0 P2 where 
P~ : {q((X)) : -  r(X),q({a}),r(a),r(b)}, 
P2 = {p((X)) : -  q(X)}. 
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4. Declarative semantics of Relationlog 
In this section, we define the Herbrand interpretations and models for Relationlog 
programs. Since we allow tuple terms and partial and complete set terms in our pro- 
grams, we need to define the universe so that tuples, partial sets and complete sets are 
elements of the universe. 
For each atomic type T, we associate a set of constants with it. This set is called 
the domain of T, and denoted by dom(T). In particular, we have dora(Integer) = J ,  
dom(Real) = ,~, dom(String) = 5 r'. 
The domains of constructed types are obtained as follows: 
1. for a tuple type [TI, . . . ,  T,], dom([T~,..., Tn]) = dom(T~) × ... × dom(Tn), 
2. for a set type {T}, dom({T}) = ;~(dom(T)), where 
,~(S) = {(ol , . . .  ,o,,) I n > 0 and oi E S for i = 1,...  ,n} U 
{{o, , . . . ,  on} [n ~> 0 and oi E S is compact for i = 1, . . . ,  n}. 
Definition 4.1. The universe U of objects is defined as U = Ur, cj*dom(T~) 
Definition 4.2. Let K be a schema. The Herbrand base BK for K is the set of all facts 
which can be formed by using the predicate symbols appearing in K and objects in 
the universe U. 
Definition 4.3. Let K be a schema. A fact p (o l , . . . ,  on) E BK is well-typed with respect 
to K if there exists a relational schema p(Ti , . . . ,  T,) E K, such that oi E dom(Ti) for 
1 ~< i ~< n. A set S C_ BK is well-typed with respect o K if and only if every atom A E S 
is well-typed with respect to K. It is compact if and only if every atom A E S is 
compact. 
Definition 4.4. Let DB = (K, P) be a database. An interpretation of P is a compact 
and well-typed subset of BK with respect o K. 
Note that although partial information about sets can be inferred or used in a 
Relationlog program, an interpretation does not contain any partial information. 
It is complete and provides precise interpretation of various constructs in the pro- 
gram. 
4.1. Satisfaction 
In order to define the notion of satisfaction, we introduce the following auxiliary 
notions. 
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Definition 4.5. An object o is part-of a compact object o', denoted by o <3 o t, if and 
only if: 
1. o = o'; 
2. o is a partial set and for each oi c o there exists o~ E o' such that oi <3 oi; or 
3. o = [o l , . . . ,  on] and o' = [otl,... , o',] such that oi ~ o~ for 1 ~< i ~ n. 
Definition 4.6. A fact p (o t , . . . ,  on) is part-ofa compact fact p(ot l , . . . ,  o'n), denoted by 
p (o l , . . . ,  on) <3p(otl,..., otn), if and only if oi <3 o I for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
The following are several examples: 
a<la 
(al,a2) <3 {al,a2,a3} 
(a l ,a2,a3} <3 {al,a2, a3} 
[al, (hi, 62)] <3 [al, {61,62,63}] 
[a,, {bi, bz, b3}] <3 [al, {bl, bz, b3}] 
p(a,, ([b,, {c, }])) <3p(a,, {[b,, {c,}], [b2, {c,, c2)]}) 
p(a,, ([bl, (Cl)])) <3p(a,, {[b,, {c, }], [b2, {c,, c2}]}) 
p(a,, ([b2, (c,)])) <3p(a,, { [b,, {c, }], [be, {cl, c2}]}) 
Definition 4.7. A set S of  facts is part-ofa compact fact A t, denoted by S <3 A ~, if and 
only if for each A C S, A <3 A ~. 
Definition 4.8. A ground substitution 0 is a mapping from U to U. It is extended to 
terms, atoms, and literals as follows: 
1. i fX  6 ~ then OX = 0(X); 
2. if e E cg then Oc = c; 
3.0[O1, . . . ,  On] = [0Oi , . . . ,  OOn]'~ 
4. 0 (O, , . . . ,On)  = (00 , , . . . ,00 , ) ;  
5.0{o l , . . . ,  On} = {00, , . . . ,  0On}; 
6. Op(O,,... ,  On) = p(O01,.. . ,  00,). 
7. O~A =-~OA. 
Definition 4.9. Two objects o and o ~ from the same domain are compatible if and only 
if one of  the following holds: 
1. both are constants and are equal; 
2. o = [Ol,. . . ,  on] and o t = [o't,... , o'n] such that oi and o~ are compatible for 1 ~< i ~< n; 
3. both are partial sets; 
4. o is a partial set and o' is a complete set such that o <3 o'; 
5. both are complete sets and are equal. 
Definition 4.10. Two facts p(ol , .  •., o,) and p(ot l , . . . ,  o~,) are compatible if and only if 
oi and o I are compatible for 1 ~< j ~< n. 
The following pairs of objects and facts are compatible: 
a and a 
(al) and (al,a3) 
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(al) and {al,a2,a3} 
[a, (b,, b2)] and [a, (b3)] 
[(a,), {b,,b2}] and [(az), (b,)] 
p((al)) and p((a,, a2)) 
p( (a,), {bi}) and p( {a,,a2}, (bl) ) 
However, the following pairs are not compatible: 
al and a2 
(al) and {a2,a3} 
p(a, (bl)) and p(a, {b2}) 
A set of objects or facts are compatible if and only if each pair of them are com- 
patible. 
Definition 4.11. Let P be a program and I an interpretation of P. The notion of 
satisfaction (denoted by ~:) and its negation (denoted by ~=) are defined as 
follows. 
1. For each fact A, I ~ A if and only if there exists A' E I such that A ~ A'. 
2. For each ground negative literal ~A, I ~ A if and only if I ~ A. 
3. Let r be a rule of the form A : -  L i , . . . ,Ln.  Then I ~ r if and only if for every 
ground substitution O, I ~ OL1 . . . . .  I ~ OLn, implies I ~ OA. 
4. For the program P, I ~ P if and only if the following hold: 
(a) for every rule r E P, I ~ r 
(b) for all instantiated rules satisfied by I if their heads are compatible, then 
there exists a fact in ! such that each head is part-of. 
Definition 4.12. Let P be a program. A model M of P is an interpretation which 
satisfies P. 
Example 4.1. Consider the following mono-stratum program: 
p((X}) : q(X) 
p((X)) :- r(x) 
p({a}) 
q(b) 
r(a) 
The following interpretation I is a model of the program: 
I = {r(a), q(b),p({a}),p({a, b})}. 
It does capture our intention to treat partial set term (X) in the head of the two 
rules as a generalized grouping mechanism. 
Should we drop the condition (b) in (4) of Definition 4.11, then the following in- 
terpretation I' which does not treat partial set term (X) as grouping at all would be a 
model. 
l '={r(a),q(b),p({a}),p({b})}. 
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Furthermore, I' is even smaller than I based on the ordering we will introduce 
shortly. 
Unlike LDL in which some programs may not have a model, for a well-typed Re- 
lationlog program P with respect o a schema K, B~ is a trivial model of P. 
Proposition 4.1. A well-typed program has a model 
4.2. Comparing models 
Like Datalog, a Relationlog program may have many different models. 
Example 4.2. Consider the following mono-stratum program: 
p( (X) ) :- q(X) 
q(a) 
Possible models for this program are: 
MI = {q(a),p({a})}, 
M2 = {q(a), q(b),p({a, b})}, 
M3 = {q(a),q(c),p({a,c})}, 
M4 = {q(a), q(b), q(c),p({a, b, c})}. 
They all interpret grouping properly. Their intersection is {q(a)} which is not a model. 
As shown in the above example, the simple intersection of models is not necessar- 
ily a model because of nested sets and tuples. Therefore, we cannot use the tradition- 
al model intersection to obtain the minimal model for a program. As discussed in [9], 
generalized intersection does not work either. Therefore, we use an ordering on ob- 
jects and models based on the ordering proposed in [19] so that we can properly de- 
fine the notion of minimal model from pure model-theoretic point of view. 
Definition 4.13. Let o E U and o t E U be two compact objects. Then o is a sub-object 
of o/, denoted by o _ o/, if and only if one of the following holds: 
1. both are constants and are equal; 
/ .  2. o = [o~,...,on], o '=  [o'1,...,o',], and for 1 ~<i~<n, oi _~ oi, 
3. both are complete sets and for each o~ E o - o', there exists o~ E o' -- o, such that 
O i -'~ O i  . 
Note that the sub-object relationship is only defined between compact objects. The 
reason is that we just use it to compare models which contain only compact objects. 
Example 4.3. Following are several examples: 
{{a},{a,b}} ~ {{a},{b},{a,b}}, 
[{{a}, {a,b}}] _-Z [{{a}, {b}, {a,b}}] 
{{a},{b},{a,b}} ~ {{a},{a,b}}, 
[{{a}, {b}, {a,b}}] ~ [{{a}, {a,b}}] 
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We have the following important result. 
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Proposition 4.2. The sub-object relationship is a partial order. 
Proof. Straightforward from the proof in [19]. [] 
In [8], the sub-object relationship is defined in the way similar to ours except hat 
item (3) is replaced with the following: 
(3) both are sets and for each oi E o, there exists o I E o', such that oi _ o I. 
As a result, such a sub-object relationship is only a pre-order. In order to make it 
an order, the notion of reduced objects is introduced. Therefore, meaningful objects 
like {{a}, {a, b}} and [{{a}, {a, b}}] are not reduced and could not exist in the pro- 
gram. In HILOG [11], a similar notion is used which suffers from the same problem. 
Our notion of sub-object does not have this problem. 
Definition 4.14. A compact fact p(ol, . . . ,On) @ U is a sub-fact of a compact fact 
. . . ,  , . . . ,  _ ' fo r  p(o' l, o'n) c U, denoted by p(o l , . . . ,  o,) ~_ p(o' 1 o'n), if and only if oi -< o i 
l<~i<~n. 
Proposition 4.3. The sub-fact relationship is a partial order. 
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 4.2. [] 
Proposition 4.4. Let A, B be two compact facts such that A ~ B. Then the following 
hold." 
(1) I rA and B contains no sets, then A = B. 
(2) I f  C <A, then C <B. 
Proof. Straightforward from Definitions 4.14 and 4.6. [] 
Definition 4.15. Let Ml and M2 be two models of P. Then Ml is a sub-model of M2, 
denoted by Ml _-Z M2, if and only if for every fact A E MI - M2, there exists a fact 
A' E M2 - M1 such that A -< A'. 
Proposition 4.5. Let Le be the set of all models of the program P. Then ~_ is a partial 
order on Lp. 
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 4.3 and Definition 4.15. [] 
Definition 4.16. A model M of P is minimal if and only if for each model N of P, if 
N -< M then N = M. 
For the models M1, M2, M3 and M4 in Example 4.2, Ml is minimal. 
The notion of sub-model is somewhat similar to the notion of d-preferability 
( <~ a.M) in LDL [9]. However, the model minimality in LDL is ill-defined based on 
<<, a.M. First, ~< a,, is irreflexive by definition. Besides, ~< a., is not transitive since 
nested infinite sets are allowed. Finally, ~< a,, is not anti-symmetry since there is 
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not an equivalent notion of sub-object. For example, let ml = {p({{ 1 }, { 1,2}})} and 
M2 = {p({{1,2}})}. Then M1 <~a.M 2 <<.d,M ,, but M, :~ M 2. 
4.3. Perfect model semantics 
A multi-strata Relationlog program may have more than one minimal model. 
Example 4.4. Consider the following two-strata program: 
p(a) : -  q({a}) 
q((X)) : - r(X) 
r(a) 
The following are two minimal models which are not comparable under _~: 
M, = {r(a), q({a}),p(a)} 
M2 = {r(a), q({a, b})} 
Of all minimal models of a program, we intend to choose a well-justified minimal 
model, from pure model theoretic point of view, as the intended semantics of the 
program. Thus, we extend the notion of perfect model originally proposed in [22] 
as follows. 
Definition 4.17. Let P be a stratified program, M and N be distinct models of P. Then 
M is preferable to N, denoted by M << N, if for every fact p(o~,. . . ,  o,) E M - N 
! there is a fact q(#l , . . . ,  #m) E N - M, such thatp > q orp(o l , . . . ,  o,) _~ q(#l , . . . ,  Om)" 
In other words, M compared to N, minimizes the extension of predicates that ap- 
pear in lower strata at the expense of adding facts of predicates that appear in higher 
strata. 
Continue with the Example 4.4, M1 is preferable to M2. 
Proposition 4.6. Preferability & a transitive relation on models. 
Proof. Straightforward generation of the proof in [22]. [] 
Definition 4.18. A model P is perfect if it is preferable to all models of P. 
Therefore, the perfect model in Relationlog captures not only the notion of prior- 
itized minimization, but also the semantics of nested sets and tuples, which is an 
open problem left in the semantics of LDL. For the program in Example 4.4, MI 
is the perfect model. 
Consider another two-strata program: 
p( (X) ) : -  q(X), ~r(X) 
q(a) 
q(b) 
q(c) 
r(a) 
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The following are three minimal models which are not comparable under _: 
M1 = {q(a), q(b), q(c), r(a),p({b, c})}, 
M2 = {q(a), q(b), q(c), r(a), r(b),p({c})}, 
M3 = {q(a), q(b), q(c), r(a), r(b), r(c)}. 
We have M1 << M2 << M3 and M1 is the perfect model. 
The Definition 4.18 does not imply that the perfect model of a program exists. The 
issue of existence of the perfect model will be settled in Section 5. 
Definition 4.19. Let P be a program. Then its declarative semantics is given by the 
perfect model if it exists. 
Definition 4.20. Let P be a program and Q a query of the form ?- L1,. . . ,  Ln. Assume 
that the perfect model M exists. Then an answer to Q based on P is a ground 
substitution 0 such that M ~ OLi for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
5. Bottom-up semantics 
In this section, we show that for a well-typed stratified Relationlog program, the 
unique perfect model exists and can be constructed bottom-up. 
Definition 5.1. Let P be a well-typed program with respect to K and I an 
interpretation of P. The operator Tp over I is defined as follows. 
Tp(1) = {OA I A : -  L l , . . .  ,L, E R, and there exists a ground 
substitution 0 such that I ~ OLl,. . . ,1 ~ OL,} 
Note that Tp is similar to the traditional immediate consequence operator in logic 
programming. Unlike Datalog and LDL, the result of Te is not necessarily an inter- 
pretation. 
Example 5.1. Let I = {p(b, {b, c))). Consider the following database. 
Schema p(String, {String)) 
Program p(a, (X)) :-  p(b, (X)) 
p(a, (a)) 
Then Te(I) = {p(a, (a)),p(a, (b)),p(a, (c))}, which is not an interpretation as it 
contains partial sets. 
5.1. Grouping 
As discussed in Section 2, we deliberately allow atoms with partial sets to be in- 
ferred in Relationlog as intermediate r sults. They must be grouped properly. There- 
fore, in what follows we discuss how to group atoms. First, we introduce the 
following auxiliary notion. 
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Definition 5.2. Let S be a set of  facts and S' a compatible subset of S. Then S' is a 
maximal compatible set in S if there does not exist a fact in S - S' that is compatible 
with each object in S'. 
Example 5.2. Let S = {p((al)),p((a2)),p((a3)),p({al,a2}) be a set of  facts. Then 
$1 = {p((al)),p((a2)),p((a3))} and $2 = {p((al)),p((a2)),p({al,a2})} are two max- 
imal compatible sets in S. 
Definition 5.3. The group&g operator G is defined recursively on a set of  compatible 
objects as follows: 
1. I f  o E S is compact, then G(S) = o. 
2. I f  S is a set of  partial sets, then G(S)={G(S ' ) [S '={o loEs ,  andsES} 
is a maximal compatible set of  objects}. 
3. I f  S is a set of  tuples of  the form [o l , . . . ,  o,,], then G(S) = [G(SI),. • •, G(S,)] where 
s, -- {o~ I [o, , . . . ,  on} ~ s} for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
It is extended to a set of  facts as follows: 
1. I f  S is a compatible set of  facts of  the form p(o~,...,on), then 
G(S) = {p(G(SI),...,G(S,,))} where Si = {oi [p(o l , . . . ,o , , )  E S} for l<~i<~n. 
2. I f  S is divided into maximal compatible subsets Si , . . . ,S ,  such that 
S = Sj U . . .  USn, then G(S) = G(S~) U. . .  U G(Sn). 
Example 5.3. Following examples how how the grouping operator can be applied to 
objects. The last two examples are complex and are therefore shown in an intuitive 
way. 
~({a})  = a C({[a]}) = [a] G({{a}})  = {a} 
G({{a,) ,  (a,, a3), {a , ,a2 ,a3}})  = {a, ,a2,a3} 
o({<a,>, <a,,a3>})= {C({a,}),  C({a3})} = {~,;a3} 
a({ia, <b,, b2>], = [O({a}), G({<b,, b=>, <b3>})] : [a,, {b,, b2, b3}] 
[,, <b3>]}) 
a({[<.,>, {b,, b~}], = [~({<a,>, <a2>}), O({{b,, b2}, <b,>})] = [{.,,a2}, {b,, b2}] 
[<a=>, <b,>]}) 
G({<[.,, <b,>]>, = {C({[a,, <ha>I}), - {[a({a,}) ;  O({<b,>})], = {[a,, {b,}], 
<[a~,<b,>]>}) C({[a~,<b,>]})} [a({a2}),G({<b,>})]} [a2,{b,}]} 
G({[a,, <[bl, <Cl>]>], = [a,, G({<[bl. ~ (Cl>]> , = [al, {G({[bl, <Cl>]>] = [al, {[bl, {Cl}], 
[al, ([bl, {cl}])], ([bI, {ci }]), [bl, {ci }])]}) [b2, {Cl }]}] 
[al, <[b2, <Cl>])]}) ([b2, (cl>]>})] G({[b2, (c1])]})}] 
G({[[<a,>], <[bl~ (c,>]>], : [G({[(al>], G({([bl, (Cl>]> , = [[{ai,.2}]. {[bl,{C,~C2}], 
[[<a,>].~ <[bl, <c2>]>], [<a2>]}), <[bl, (c2>]>, [b2,{ci,c2}]}] 
[[<a,>]. <[b~, ¢,>]>], <Ibm, <~,>]>, 
[[<a~>], <[b~. <~>1>]}) <[b2, <~>]>})] 
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Example 5.4. Following examples how how the grouping operator can be applied to 
facts: 
G({p((al)), = {p(G({(a,),{a,,a2}}))} = {p({a,,a2})} 
p({a,,a2})}) 
G({p((a,)), = {p(G({(al),(a2)}))} = {p({a,,a2})} 
p((a2))}) 
G({p(a,, (b,}), = {p(G({a,}),G({(b,), (b2)}))} = {p(a,, {b,,b2})} 
p(al, (b2))}) 
G({p(al, ([b,, (cl)])), = {p(G({a, }), G({([b,, {c,}]), = {p(a,, {[b,, {c,, c2}], 
p(al, ([b,, {c2)]}), ([b,, {c2}]}, [b2, {c2}]})} 
p(a,, ([b2, (c2}]})}) ([b2, {e2)])}))} 
G({p(a,{b,}), = {G({p(a,{b,})})} = {p(a,{bl}), 
p(a, {b2})}) U {G({p(a, {b2})})} p(a, {b2})} 
G({p(a,,{b~}), = {G({p(a,,(b,)), = {p(a , ,{b , ,b2}) )= {p(a,,{bl,b2}), 
p(al, (b2)), p(al ,  {b2))})} U{q({a,, a2, a3})} q({al, a2, a3}), 
q((a,)), U{G({q((al)), U{r({bl,b2}) } r({bl,b2}) } 
q((a2, a3)), q((a2, a3)) }) } 
r((b,)), u{a({r({b,}), 
r({b,, b2})}) r({b,, b2}) }) } 
As shown in Example 5.1, partial set terms in Relationlog can function in two dif- 
ferent ways depending on whether they are in the head of rules or in the body of 
rules. When in the head, they are used to accumulate partial information for the cor- 
responding complete sets. The conversion from partial sets to complete sets is done 
with the grouping operator G as shown in Examples 5.3 and 5.4. When in the body, 
they are used to denote part of the corresponding complete sets. The conversion 
from complete sets to the corresponding partial sets is captured by the notion 
part-of (4). 
The main purpose of introducing the grouping operator G is to convert Tp(I) into 
an interpretation. Continue with the Example 5.1, G(Tp(I)) = {p(a, {a, b, c})} which 
is an interpretation of the program. 
Proposition 5.1. The group&g operator G has the following properties. 
(1) Let I be a set oJfacts. I f  A C G(I), then there is a maximal compatible subset S of 
I such that S <~ A and G(S) = {A }. 
(2) Let S and S' be two compatible sets offacts such that G(S) = {A}, G(S') = {A'}. 
Then S C_ S ~ implies A ~ A'. 
(3) Let S be a compatible set offacts such that G(S) = {A} andA' a compact fact. I f  
S ~ A', then A ~ A ~. 
(4) l f  I is an interpretation, then G(I) = I. 
(5) Let I and J be sets of facts. I f  the predicate symbols in I and J are disjoint, then 
G(I U J) = G(1) U G(J). 
(6) Let I and J be sets of facts. I f  l c_ J then G(I) ~ G(J). 
Proof. (1)-(5) Straightforward from Definitions 4.6, 4.7, and 5.3. 
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(6) Let A E G(I) - G(J). Then A is compact. If A E I, then A E J since I C J. 
Thus, A C G(J), which is a contradiction. Therefore, A ~ I. By (1), there exists a 
maximal compatible subset S o f / such  that S ,~A and G(S) = {A). Since I C_ J, there 
exists a maximal compatible subset S' of J such that S c_ S' and G(S') = {A'} c_ G(J). 
By (2), A _--< A'. As A ([ G(J), A 7 ~ At and S :fi S'. Since S is a maximal compatible set 
of I and ScS ' ,  S '~ I  and A'q{G(I). Therefore, A'CG( J ) -G( I ) .  We have 
G(I) -< G(J). [] 
The operators G and Te together function as the traditional immediate conse- 
quence operator in logic programming. They have the following property. 
Proposition 5.2. Let DB = (K, P) be a database and M a well-typed interpretation of P 
with respect o K. I f  M is a model of P, then G(Te(M)) ~ M. 
Proof. Let B C G(Tp(M))-M. Then B is compact. We first prove B f~ Tp(M). 
Suppose BE Tp(M), then there exists a rule A : -Lt , . . . ,Ln and a ground 
substitution 0 such that M ~ OL1,...,M ~ OLn and B = OA. Since M is a model of 
P, M ~B.  As B is compact, B CM by Definitions 4.11, 4.6 and 4.5, which is a 
contradiction. 
Since B f[ Tp(M), there exists a maximal compatible subset S of Tp(M) such that 
S,~B and G(S) = {B} by Proposition 5.1 (1). For each B' E S, there exists a rule 
A : -  L I , . . . , L ,  and a ground substitution 0 such that M ~ OL1,...,M ~ OL~ and 
B' = OA. Since M is a model of P, M ~ B'. As S is a compatible set, there exists a 
B" E M such that for each B' C S, B' ,~ B" by Definition 4.11 (4). That is, S ,~ B". By 
Proposition 5.1 (3), B _ B". As B ~ M, B ¢ B". Since S is a maximal compatible 
set of Tp(M) and B c B", B" ([ G(Tp(M)). Therefore B" E M - G(Tp(M)). We have 
G(Tp(M)) -'< M. [] 
Example 5.5. Consider the following database: 
Schema p( { String } ) 
q(String) 
r( String )
Program p( (X) ) :- q(X) 
p( (X) ) :- r(X) 
r(a) 
q(b) 
Let M = {r(a), q(b),p({a, b, c})}. Then M is a model and the following holds: 
G(Tp(M)) = {r(a), q(b),p({a, b})} _ {r(a), q(b),p({a, b, c})} = M. 
However, the converse is not true. That is, if G(Tp(I)) ~_ I, ! is not necessarily a 
model. 
Example 5.6. Consider the following database: 
Schema p( {String }) 
Program p({a, b}) 
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Let I = {p({a, b, c})}. Then I is a well-typed interpretation. We have G(Tp(I)) = 
{p({a, b})} _~ I. However, 1 is not a model of the program. 
In Relationlog, G and Tp together function as the traditional immediate conse- 
quence operator in logic programming. 
5.2. Bottom-up semantics 
We proceed to show that for a well-typed stratified program, the perfect model 
can be constructed bottom-up using a sequence of fixpoint operators. 
Definition 5.4. An interpretation I of P is supported if and only if I ~ G(Tp(1)). 
Proposition 5.3. Let DB = (K, P) be a database and M a model of P. Then M is a 
supported model of P if and only if M = G(Tp(M)). 
Proof. Straightforward from Definition 5.3 and Proposition 5.2. [] 
In a supported model, every fact can be inferred. 
Definition 5.5. The powers of the operator Tp are defined using the grouping operator 
as follows: 
Tp T O(I) = I, 
Tp T n(I) = Tp(G(Tp T (n - 1)(I))) t..J Tp T (n - 1), 
Tp T ~(I) = Urp  T n(I). 
n 0 
Example 5.7. Consider the following Relationlog database with a mono-stratum 
program. 
Schema reach(String, {String}) 
edge(String, {String}) 
Program reach(X, (Y)) :- edge(X, (Z)) 
reach(X, (Y) ) : -  edge(X, (Z) ), reach(Z, (Y) ) 
edge(a, {b}) 
edge(b, {c}) 
edge(c, {d, e}) 
Then we have 
T,, T 0({ 
r~T l({ 
Tp T 2({ 
Tp T 3({ 
}) :{  }, 
}) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e})} 
}) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(e, {d, e}), 
reach(a, (b)), reach(b, (c)), reach(c, (d/), reach(c, (el)} 
}) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e}), 
reach (a, (b)), reach(b, (c)), reach (c, (d)), reach (c, (e)), 
reach (a, (c)), reach (b, (d)), reach (b, (e)) } 
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Tp T 4({ 
Tp T co({ 
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}) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e}), 
reach(a, (b)), reach(b, (c)), reach(c, (d)), reach(c, (e)), 
reach (a, (c)), reach (b, (d)), reach (b, (e) ), 
reach(a, (d)), reach(a, (e))} 
})=VET4({  }) 
Definition 5.6. The operator Te is growing if for all interpretations I, J, and M, 
I -~ J -< M ~ G(Te T co(I)) implies that Tp(J) C_ Te(M). 
Consider Example 5.7 again. Let ! = {}, J, M and G(Tp T co({})) be as follows: 
J = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e})} 
M = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e}), 
reach(a, {b}), reach(b, {c}), reach(c, {d, e}) 
G(Te ~ co({})) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e}), 
reach(a, {b, c, d, e}), reach(b, {c, d, e}), reach(c, {d, e})} 
Then I -< J -< M ~_ G(Tp T co(I)). 
Tp(J) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e}), 
reach (a, (b)), reach (b, (c)), reach (c, (d)), reach (c, (e)) } 
Te(M) = {edge(a, {b}), edge(b, {c}), edge(c, {d, e}), 
reach(a, (b)), reach(b, (c) ), reach(c, (d) ), reach(c, (e) ) 
reach (a, (c)), reach (b, (d)), reach (b, (e)) } 
We have Te(J) C_ Tp(M). 
Definition 5.7. Let Te,,. • •, Fe,, be a sequence of operators. The iterative powers of the 
sequence with respect o an interpretation M are defined by 
Mo= {}, 
M, = G(Tp, I co(M0)) 
M2 = o(r,2 T co(M,)) 
MR = Mn = G(Tp. T co(m, 1)) 
if G(Tp, Y co) is defined 
if G(T6 T co) is defined 
if G(Tp,, T co) is defined 
Let I be an interpretation, and D a set of predicate symbols. We denote by riD(I) 
the extensions of predicate symbols of D in 1 defined by 
riD(I) = {A E I [ the predicate symbol of A is in D}. 
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a program stratified by P = PI 0 . . .  © Pn, D1,. . ., Dn the sets of 
predicate symbols of the corresponding strata, I an interpretation, and Tp, , . . . , Te, the 
corresponding sequence of operator of P. Then nD, u..uDj , (I) = nD~U...uDj_, (Tp~ T co(I)). 
Proof. We prove by induction on i that nD, u..uD, , (I) = nD,u...uOj_, (Te, T i(I)). The 
claim is obviously true for i = O, since Tei T O(I) = I. Since the predicate symbols in 
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the head of rules of Pj are not in D1 U . . .  U Dj_l. The application of T 8 to Tpi T i(I) 
does not change the extensions of the predicate symbols of D1 U • • • U Dy 1. [] 
Corollary 5.1. Let P be a program stratified by P = P1 0 . . .  0 P,. Then for each i and j
such that 1 <~ i <~ j <~ n, we have 
(1) rtDlU...UDi(Mi) = 7~DIU.. .UDi(Mj)  ; 
(2) M, ~ Mj; 
(3) Te,(Mi) = Te,(M/). 
Proof. Straightforward from Lemma 5.1. [] 
Lemma 5.2. Let P be a well-typed program stratified by P = Pt 0 . . .  0 P,, Tp, , . . . , Tp,, 
the corresponding sequence of operator of P. Then T~ is growing for 1 <~ i <~ n. 
Proof. Let I -< J -'< M ~ G(Te, T ~(I))  and A E Tp~(J). Then there is an instantiated 
rule in Pi of the form A : - Ll,.  • •, L, such that J ~ L1, . . . ,  J ~ Ln. For each j, if Li is 
negative or contains a complete set, then the predicate symbols of Ly is in 
DI U. . .  U Diq. By Lemma 5.1, rtD,u...uD, ~(J) = 7rD,u...uD, ,(M), so M ~ Ly. Other- 
wise, LJ is a non-negated atom that does not contain any complete sets. There 
are two possibilities: Lj c J or Lj ¢~ J. Consider first Lj C J. As J _~ M, there exists 
B c M such that Li _ B. By Proposition 4.4 (1), Lj = B. Thus, M ~ Lj. IfLj ~ J, then 
there is a fact B E J such that Lj ~ B by Definition 4.1 1. Since J -4 M, there exists a 
B' E M such that B _ B'. By Proposition 4.4 (2), Lj ~ B'. Thus M ~ Li. Therefore 
A c Te,(M). [] 
Part of the following claim has been proved in [19]. The proof for Relationlog is 
essentially the same. It is reproduced here for convenience. 
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a well-typedprogram stratified by P = P1 0 . . .  0 Pn, D1,. . . ,  D, 
the sets of predicate symbols of the corresponding strata, and Tp~,..., Tp n the 
corresponding sequence of operators of P. Then." 
(1) Me is a model of P. 
(2) Me is" a minimal model of P. 
(3) Me is a supported model of P. 
(4) Me is" the (unique) perfect model of P. 
Proof. (1) Let P0 be an empty set. We show, using induction on i, that Mi is a model 
of P0 U .. • U P/. When i = n, Me -- Mn is then a model of P. 
For the basis, M0 = { } is obviously a model of P0. Assume the claim holds for 
some i ~> 0. We now prove M~+I is a model of P0 U --- U Pi+l. I f  Mi+l is not a model, 
then there are two possibilities by Definition 4.11. One is that there exists 
a rule rEPoU' . .UP i+ I  of the form A :-  Lj,. .. ,L, such that Mi+l ~r .  I f  
r E P0 U • • • U Pi, then the predicate symbols of A, LI .... , L, are in D~ U ... U D~. Since 
~D,u..uo,(Mi) = rCD~U...UD~(Mi+I) by Corollary 5.1 (1) and Mi is a model of P0 U . . .  UP,, 
34,.+1 p r, which is a contradiction. If  r E Pi+l, and M~+I [~ r, then there exists a 
ground substitution 0, such that Mi+l P OLl, ... M,.+l ~ OLn, and M,.+I ~ OA. For each 
j, if OLj is negative or has a complete set, then the predicate symbols of LJ is in 
DI U . . .  U Di. So G(T~+, T k(M~)) ~ OLj for all k ~> 0. For this j, set 7(j) = 0. Other- 
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wise, there exists a k such that G(Tn+, T k(Mi)) ~ OLj. Let ~(j) denote this k and l de- 
note max{a(j) I 1 <~j<<.n}. By Lemma 5.2, T~+, is growing. By Proposition 5.1 (6), 
for l' > l, G(Tp,_, T l'(Mi)) ~ OA. Thus, Mi+, = G(Tp,+~ T co(M~)) p OA, which is again 
a contradiction. So, for each rule r E P0 U ... U ~+1, Mi+I ~ r. 
The other case to be considered is that for all instantiated rules satisfied by M~+~ 
such that their heads are compatible, there does not exist a fact in Mi+~ so that each 
head is part-of. Let S be such a set of instantiated rules and Sh be the set of their 
heads. Then Sh is a set of facts with the same predicate symbol p. If 
p E Do U • • • U D~, then there exists a fact A in M~ such that Sh ~ A as M~ is a model. 
Since ~D,,u..uD~(M,)=~D,,u. uD,(Mi+t), A EM~+I, which is a contradiction. If 
p E D~+t, then there exists a k such that Sh c_ Tn, T k(M,) c T, ~ co(M~). As Sh is 
the maximal compatible set of T, T ~o(Mi), G(Sh) = {A} C_ G(Tp Y ~o(M~)) = M,+~. 
Thus for the given Sh, there exists A ~ M~+~ such that Sh ~A, which is again a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, M,+~ is a model of P0 U ... U Pi+~. 
(2) Let N be a model of P. We prove by induction on i that 
i fN  _-Z M~, thenMi -Z_ N. (1) 
The basis clearly holds. Assume the claim holds for i >~ 0. We prove by induction 
on j that 
G(T;,~ T j(Mz)) -< N. (2) 
For j = 0, it is true by hypothesis. Suppose it is true for j ~> 0. Since N __ M, and 
T¢+, is growing, T,~+ 1 (G(T,,, T j(Mi)))) c_ T;,_, (N) by Lemma 5.2. We now prove by 
induction on k that 
if N contains M~, then T~ Y k(M~) c_ Mi U T~,+~ (N). (3) 
The claim is clearly true for k = 0. Assume the claim holds for k ~> 0. Then 
Tp,.~ T k(M~) c_ M~ U Te~, (N) by induction hypothesis 
G(Tp,~, Tk(M~)) ~_G(M~UTp,+,(N)) by Proposition 5.1 (6) 
M~UG(Tp,+,(N)) by Proposition 5.1 (5) and (4) 
-< N N is a model and by Proposition 5.2 
T~, (G(T~, Y k(Mi))) c_ Tp,+, (N) by Lemma 5.2 and N -< M, 
T~+, ~ (k+ l)(M,) = ~7,.,(G(~7,_, T k(M,)))U V~,+, Yk(~) 
C_ M~ U Tp,, (N) by induction hypothesis 
(4) 
Thus (3) holds for all k. 
Vet, T (J+ 1)(M,) 
G(Te,., 1 (J+ 1)(M,)) 
= Tp,+,(G(Tp,,, T j(Mi)))U Tp,_, T j(M~) 
C_ Mi U Tp,+~ (N) by (4) and (3) 
~_ G(M,U Tp,+,(N)) by Proposition 5.1 (6) 
=M~UG(Tp,~,(N)) by Proposition 5.1 (5) and (4) 
-< N by assumption and Proposition 5.2 
So (2) holds for all j, we have Mi+l ~_ N. This proves (1). 
(3) Let P0 be an empty set. Now we prove by induction on i that Mi is a supported 
model of P0 U. . .  UP, by showing Mi ~_ G(Tp,(Mi)) where T-~,(1) = Ui=0 Tej(I). When 
i = n, M, is then a supported model of P by definition. 
The basis is clearly true. Assume the claim holds for i/> 0. Let M_~ = { }. We 
now prove by induction for all j ~> 0 
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Mj _< Mj_, U a(T~(~)). (5) 
The basis is clearly true. Assume the claim holds for j /> 0. In order to prove that 
Eq. (5) is true for j + 1, we first prove by induction on k that 
Tp,+, T k(Mj) c_ Mj U rp,+, (Mj+,). (6) 
The basis is clearly true. Assume the claim holds for k ~> 0. Then 
T,~+, (C(T,,+, t k(~)))  
Tp/+, t (k + 1)(M/) 
TRy+, T ~(Mj) by definition 
~_ G(Tpj+~ T o)(Mj)) by Proposition 5.1 (7) 
= Mj+¿ by definition 
c Tpj+,(Mj+¿) by Lemma 5.2 
= r~+, (o(rp., t k(Mj))) u r~., T k(Mj)) 
C_ M~ U Tpj+, (M/+l) by (7) and induction hypothesis 
Thus (6) holds for all k. Consequently 
rPi+, T (D(Mj) C mj U Tpj+l (mj+l)) 
Mi+~ = G(r6+l T oo(Mj)) 
= G(Mj U Tpj+, (mj+l) 
-< Mj U G(Tp,+ 1(Mj+I)) 
So (5) holds for all j /> 1. Now consider i.
M, ~_ M~_, U G(rp,(M,)) 
-.4 G(T?~_, (M,_,)) U O(rp,(M,)) 
= G(r~,_, (M,_,) u rp, (M,)) 
-< o( r~, , (M,) u r~(M,)) 
= G(T~,(M~)) 
which concludes the proof. 
by (6) 
by definition 
by Proposition 5.1 (6) and (5) 
(7) 
by (5) 
by induction hypothesis 
by Proposition 5.1 (6) 
by Corollary 5.1 (3) 
by definition 
(4). Let N be a model of P that is different from Mp. Then Ni = ~ZDo....,D , (N) is a 
model of P0 U.. .  U P,. Let j be the smallest integer such that Mj ¢ Nj. Then 
Mi = Ni for all i < j. From the proof of (2), M/_  ~.  Let A E Mp - N, then either 
ACMj -N  orAEMk-N for some k>j .  I fAEMj -N ,  thenAEMj -~ and 
there exists an A' ~ Nj - Mj as well as A' C N - Mp such that A ~_ A' since Mj _~ Nj. 
If A ~ Mk - N for some k > j, then there exists A' E Nj - Me since Mj _ Nj and Mj 
and N/are different. Therefore, Me is preferable to N by Definition 4.17. [] 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a logic programming based language Relationlog 
for nest relational and complex value models. It is a typed extension to Datalog with 
sets and tuples. It has a pure declarative semantics that captures the intended seman- 
tics of nested sets, tuples and relations, and also a bottom-up fixpoint semantics 
which coincides with its declarative semantics. The main novel feature of the lan- 
guage is the powerful mechanisms to represent and manipulate partial and complete 
information on nested sets, tuples and relations, which generalize the set grouping 
and set enumeration mechanisms of LDL. They allow direct inference and access 
to deeply embedded values o that extended relational algebra operations as defined 
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in [1,14,26] can be represented directly, and more importantly, recursively in a way 
similar to Datalog. 
There are several open issues which we still need to address. We intend to investi- 
gate how to incorporate update constructs into the language to make it a complete 
database language. Besides, we would also like to investigate how to support un- 
known values that are common in database applications. Indeed, it is not clear 
how to perform deduction when there are unknown values in a deductive database. 
We are currently investigating how to efficiently implement the language based on 
the techniques used in LDL [12], CORAL [24] and Atlas [27]. 
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